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Hope for the hopeless: how a group of little known medical 
innovators used donoted immune cells to save dying cancer 
patients  

Has this maverick California physician figured out how to slow 
ALS and reverse it?

One of the most successful treatment programs for advanced cancer doesn’t advertise on TV or much of anywhere 
else and has its news releases and articles routinely eclipsed on the Internet by media coverage of work being 
done at well-known university and research hospital cancer treatment centers. And yet of the many patients it 
has treated with end stage cancer of the breast, lung, prostate, liver, and other organs, over half have been cancer 
free for over five years.

The rest of this powerful article can be found at Go to  https://goo.gl/CXNnT5

Duke University ALS Clinic director, Richard Bedlack,  M.D., Ph.D., is looking for ALS patients 
who've experienced a reversal of symptoms, something which appears to be quite rare. CNN 
showcased his quest back in 2016 at https://www.cnn.com/2016/11/30/health/als-reversals-new-
treatment/index.html.

One physician who claims to be reversing symptoms in many ALS sufferers is David A. Steenblock, 
M.S., D.O. who runs a large clinic and stem cell lab in San Clemente, California.  His work with ALS 
was featured in a Good News Network article  at https://www.goodnewsnetwork.org/doctor-
found-sure-way-recognizing-treating-als/.
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ALS and Dr. Steenblock continued

One ALS patient who was treated by Dr. Steenblock and reports experiencing improvements is 
Michael Petrell who posts updates to his public Facebook page at  https://goo.gl/ePhxKg.

Dr. Steenblock's work with ALS will be eventually reviewed by ALSUntangled http://
www.alsuntangled.com/, an open investigative forum which Dr. Richard Bedlack is part of and 
which the ALS Association and Motor Neurone Disease Association both sponsor. 

Steenblock, whose medical career spans over forty years, uses stem cells, select drugs, natural 
compounds and products, specialized diets, and numerous sophisticated medical devices to treat 
chronic diseases and medical conditions of all kinds. His main website is https://personalized-
regenerative-medicine.com/.

Photos of David A. Steenblock, M.S., D.O.

Have you got an unsung hero or heroine in medicine or science 
you'd like me to check out and possibly report on? 

Email particulars to antonideenmacher at gmail.com.

Unsung Heroes in Medicine & Science is © 2018 by Anton 
Ideenmacher. All rights reserved. This newsletter 
contains information about non-mainstream and often 
officially unapproved scientific & medical techniques, 
theories, devices, methods, treatments and more.  This 
information is not advice or a recommendation, and 
should not be treated as such. Email corrections, ideas, 
recommendations, pointers, civil banter & such to 
antonideenmacher at gmail.com.
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